Age of Blight: Stories

What if the end of man is not caused by some cataclysmic event, but by the nature of humans
themselves? In Age of Blight, a young scientists harsh and unnecessary experiments on
monkeys are recorded for posterity; children are replaced by their doppelgangers, which
emerge like flowers in their backyards; and two men standing on opposing cliff faces bear
witness to each others terrifying ends.Age of Blight explores a kind of post-future, in which
the human race is finally abandoned to the end of its history. Muslims poetic vignettes explore
the nature of dystopia itself, often to darkly humorous effect, as when the spirit of Laika (the
Russian space dog that perished on Sputnik 2) tries to befriend a satellite, or when Beth, the
narrators older sister, returns from the dead. The collection is illustrated throughout by the
charcoal drawings of RISD artist Alessandra Hogan.In haunting and precise prose, Kristine
Ong Muslim posits that humanitys downfall will be both easily preventable and terrifyingly
inevitable, for it depends on only one thing: human nature.
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Editorial Reviews. Review. Kristine Ong Muslim's collection of speculative short stories is
Look inside this book. Age of Blight: Stories by [Muslim, Kristine Ong] . The characters in
Kristine Ong Muslim's dystopian Age of Blight pose look at â€œ History of the World,â€•
Muslim's last story in Age of Blight later). In case you hadn't noticed, pop culture has been
soaked with post-apocalyptic fiction for the past few decades, from The Stand to The Walking.
In Age of Blight, a young scientist's harsh and unnecessary experiments on monkeys Kristine
Ong Muslim's collection of speculative short stories is haunting. It's hard to say exactly why
the illustrations in Kristine Ong Muslim's recent short story collection Age Of Blight
(published by The Unnamed.
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Just now we get a Age of Blight: Stories book. Thank you to Jorja Fauver who give us a file
download of Age of Blight: Stories with free. I know many downloader search a book, so I
would like to share to every readers of my site. If you download a pdf today, you have to got a
ebook, because, I dont know while this pdf can be ready on taospaintings.com. member must
tell us if you have error on grabbing Age of Blight: Stories book, reader should call us for
more help.
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